


SYMBOLS ABBREVIATIONS

SD - Stitch Dial (The figure in
circle indicates Stitch Dial
number.)

sec. - sectron
pos. - posrlron
st (sts.) - stitch or stitches
Nd. (Nds.) - needle or needles
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LADIES' TWO PIECE-DRESS

Finished measurements size: cm.

Materials/others:
Medium type of yarn (SU/o Cotton,

5A/oAcrilic) ...5OO-60ogs.
Waste yarn reasonable amount
Elastic band (2.5cm wide,65-75cm long)
Punch Cards A, B & C (Punch as shown
below.)

Card A

Tension Gauge:

@lA sts. by 4l rows over the swatch of
Plain Lace using Card B, with the
Stitch Dialat @.
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A B

Bust 96 100 104

Sleeve Length 29 JU 31

Top length 54 55 50

Waist 60 oo 72

Hp 86 92 98

Skirt length ott 70 74

Punch Card Knitter

MODEL 21O
The new Model 2l O Punch Card Knitter takes allthe hard work out of knitting
and allows you to produce knitwear that combines a professional,finish with
that characteristic hand-made look all knitting enthusiasts are searching for.
What's more, it's so easy to use, you'll really have a lot of fun operating it.
Despite its attractive price, this sturdy machine comes complete with a
number of sophisticated features that are guaranteed to give you hours of
pleasure and improve your knitting skills.

Your letters to "Knits for Joy" are always welcomed at the following address:-

Card B

Card C



@43 rows over the swatch of Plain Lace
using Card A, with the Stitch Dialat @'
As for the stitch gauge, use the same
gauge of the swatch using Card B'

@37 rows over the swatch of Plain Lace- using Card C, with the Stitch Dial at @.
As for the stitch gauge, use the same
gauge of the swatch using Card B'

@SZ sts. by 52 rows over the swatch of
Stockinet. with the Stitch Dial at @.

SKIRT
This skirt is knitted by three different
punch cards. Each punch card has the
holes alternately perforated in two lines
which give a pleat effect on the fabric.
According to the difference of the number
of this perforated lines of Card A, B and C,

skirt will be shaped into flare.

To knit
Purl side of the fabric is worn as the right
side. Knit 4 pieces alike. The diagram
below is for size B. Adjust the skirt length
at the bottom section knitted with Card A.

F-25 cms. (120 sts.)'--'l

lf your Tension Gauge is different from
the one above-mentioned, calculate the
number of stitches and rows according to
your Tension Gauge.
N.B. The number of rows for each section

must be an even number.

(1 ) - Set the Punch Card A and lock at
cM 1.

- Push 120 nds. (5 patterns will be
appeared on the fabric) plus'1 nd.
each for seaming allowance on
both sides to B position and push
back every other nd. to A position
as shown below:

o
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| .........workinq needlet"

- Cast on and knit 16-1 8rs. with
waste yarn.

(2) - Lace Carriage is on the right side of
the Needle Bed and'set each Partas
follows:
Cam Lever........................ A
Side Levers...................... O
s.D..................................... @

(3) - With main yarn, knit 5 rows

- Pick up the sinker loops on the first
row of main knitting and Place
them onto the corresPonding
vacant nds.

- S.D. @, knit 1 row.
(4) - Release the Card and set Side Lev-

ers to V.

- Knit 94 rows in Plain Lace.
(5)- Exchange Card A for Card B and

lock at CM 1.

- Set Cam Lever to r^r and Side
Levers to O and remove the Yarn
from Yarn Feeder.

- Move the Carriage twice to memo-
rize the first row of Card B.

(6) - Release the Card and set the Car-
riage as follows.

Cam Lever........................ A
Side Levers...................... v

- Main yarn in Yarn Feeder, continue
to knit 124 rows in Plain Lace.

(7) - Exchange Card B for Card C and
lock at CM 1.

- Set Cam Lever to /Ar and Side
Levers to O and remove the Yarn
from Yarn Feeder.

- Move the Carriage twice to memo-
rize the first row of Card C.

(8) - Release the Card and set the Car-
riage as follows.

Cam Lever............,........... A
Side Levers...................... v
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- Main yarn in Yarn Feeder, continue
to knit 66 rows in Plain Lace.

(9) - Set both Side Levers to O and knit 2
rows in Stockinet.

(10)- Knit several rows with waste yarn
and remove the fabric from the
machine.

(11)- Knit another 3 pieces in the same
way.
N.B. In case of size A, knit 3 Pieces

in 5 pattern width, and 1 Piece
in 4 oattern width.
In case of size C, knit 3 Pieces
in 5 pattern width, and 1 Piece
in 6 oattern width.

(Waistband)

(1)- Block out each piece to size and
steam the surface of the fabric
without pressing.

- Join the centre seams of back and
front by blind stitch respectively.

(2) - Arrange 62 nds. for waistband to
B position.

- With wrong side of front skirt fac-
ing, pick up the sts. from the last
row and place two sts. together on
each nd. in B Position to have
gathered except both end nds. (Fill

both end nds. with single st. for
seaming allowance.)

(3)- S.D.@, knit 24 rows in Stockinet
with main yarn.

(4) - Pick up the sinker loops on the first
row of waistband and Place them
onto the corresponding nds.

(5)- S.D. @, knit 1 row and cast off the
sts. with Automatic Linker or a

Tappet Tool.

- Knit another waistband for back
skirt in the same manner.

To make up

- Join side seams with blind stitch leav-
ing an opening for elastic.

- Insert the elastic band through the
waistband and join both ends
together.

- Close the opening.

- Sew in varn ends.

- Give a final steam.

6cms.
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18 cms.
(66 rs.)I
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30 cms.
\124 rs.

I
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22 cms
(94 rs.)
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To knit
Knit back, front and sleeves following
patterns given on pages 4-5 and instruc-
tions below.

(Back)

- Set Pattern Paperfor Back and lock at
the starting line.

(1)- Push the required number of nee-
dles to B pos. and Push back everY
other needle to A Pos.

- Cast on and knit several rows with
waste yarn.

- Knit 1 row with Ravel Cord.

- Set Stitch Dial 1 full number lower
than the original Dial (@)and knit 4
rows with 2 strands of main Yarn'

- Push the Nds. to B Pos. that were
pushed back to A Pos. when cast-
Ing on.

- Pick up the sinker loops on the first
row of the main knitting and Place
them onto the corresPonding Nds'
in B pos.

- Set back SD to the original number
(@) and knit 1 row with 1 strand of
maln yarn.

- Push every 1O Nds. to D Pos'

- Set the Russel Levers to I and knit 5
rOWS,

- Set the Russel Levers to ll and knit
1 row

- Setthe Russel Levers to I and Push
the same Nds. to D Pos. that were
pushed to D Pos. in Previous steP
and knit 3 rows.

(2) - Reset Russel Levers to ll and con-
tinue to knit in Stockinet.

(3) - Shape armholes on both sides fol-
lowing the contour line and knit uP

to the neckline.
(4) - lf the Carriage is on the right side:-

- Push the Nds. for sec. @ and @
to D pos.

- Set both Russel Levers to l.

- Knit up to shoulder point decreas-
ing sts. to shape neckline.
N,B. lf the Carriage is on the right

side at shoulder Point, knit 1

more row.

- Slope shoulder by partial knitting
while shaping neckline by decreas-
Ing sIS.

- Remove the section @ on waste
knitting and Push back the emPtY

Nds. to A pos.
(5)- PushbacktheNds.forsec. @ toC

pos. and remove the section on
waste knitting.

- Push back the emPtY Nds. to A Pos'
(6) - Placethe Carriage on the right side.

- Push the Nds. for sec. Q) to C Pos.

- Work in the same manner as for (4)

but reverse shaPtngs.

(Front)
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(1)-13) - Work in the same manner as

for back.
(4) - lf the Carriage is on the right side:-

- Remove the main varn from Yarn
Feeder.

- Replace the Carriage on the left
side.

- Push the Nds. for sec. @ and @
to D oos.

- Set both Russel Levers to I and knit
several rows with waste Yarn.

- Remove the sec. @ from the
machine and Push back the empty
Nds. to A pos.

- Removethesec. @ onwasteknit-
ting and push back the emPtY Nds.
to A oos.

- Replace the Carriage on the right
side and thread the main Yarn
through Yarn Feeder.

- PushbacktheNds.forsec. @ toC
pos. and knit uP to shoulder Point,
decreasing sts. to shape neckline.

- Slope shoulder by partial knitting
while decreasing sts. at neck edge

- Remove the section on waste knit-
ting.

(5) - Hook the sts. for sec. @ onto the
original Nds.

- Work in the same manner as done
for sec. @ Out reverse shapings.

(Sleeve) - both alike -

- Set the Pattern Paper for sleeve and
lock at starting line.

- Set the Punch Card B and lock at
CM 1.

(1)- Arrange required number of Nds.

for the width of sleeve.

- Knit several rows with waste Varn.

- The Lace Carriage is on the left side
of the Needle Bed and set each Part
as follows:-



Cam Lever........................ A
Side Levers...................... O
s.D............................... o

- Knit 1 row in Stockinet.

- Release Card and Pattern PaPer,

and Side Levers to V.

- Knit underarm without shaPing.
(2) - Knit sleeve cap decreasing sts. at

both edges.
[\.8. Move the Edge Pins following

decreased Nds.

- Put yarn mark at the center ancl

cast off the sts. with TaPPet Tool.

(Neckband)

- Block front & back to size and press
with steam iron.

-Join the right shoulder on the
machine.

- Exchange the Lace Carriage for the
Main Carriage.

- Exchange the Stitch Scale for the one
which has a number 1O% less than
the number of sts. of the tension
gauge @.

- Set the row number according to the
tension gauge@.

- Set the Pattern for neckband.

- Bring out the required number of Nds.
for neckband to B pos.

- With wrong side facing You, Pick uP

sts. evenlv from neck edge and place
them onto the Nds. in B Pos.

- SD @, knit straight in Stockinet,

- Pick up sinker loops from the first row
of neckband and place them onto the
corresponding Nds.

- SD @, knit 1 row and cast off the sts
with a Tappet Tool or Automatic Linker.

(Armbands)

- Block sleeves to size and steam the
surface of the fabric without pressing.

- Set the Pattern for armband.

- Push the reouired number of Nds' to
B pos.

- With wrong side facing, pick up the sts.
from the first row of sleeve and place
them onto the Nds. in B pos. gathering
evenly to fit armband.

- Knit armband in the same manner as
for neckband.

To make up

- Join left shoulder on the machine.

- Join both side seams and neckband
seam by blind stitch.

- Join underarm seams and both ends
of armband by blind stitch.

- Set in sleeves, gathering the top of
sleeve cao.

- Sew in yarn ends.

- Give a final oress.

_A_
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To knit
Knit back, front and sleeves followi
patterns given on pages 4-5 and instrt
tions below.

(Back)

Shoulder (6) (5) (4) :!9-'

- Set Pattern Paper for Back and lock
the starting line.

(1)- Push the required number of ne

dles to B pos. and push back eve

other needle to A pos.

- Cast on and knit several rows w
waste yarn.

- Knit 1 row with Ravel Cord.

- Set Stitch Dial 1 full number lou,
than the original Dial (@)and kni
rows with 2 strands of main yar

- Push the Nds. to B pos. that w€
pushed back to A pos. when car

Ing on.

- Pick up the sinker loops on the fit
row of the main knitting and pla
them onto the corresponding N<

in B oos.

- Set back SD to the original numb
(@) and knit 1 row with 1 strand
marn yarn.

- Push every 1O Nds. to D pos.

- Set the Russel Leversto I and kni
rOWS,
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